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The University of Wisconsin-Extension’s

lack of diverse career availability, high

First

offers

quality affordable housing and sense of

communities the chance to receive thorough

community might act as deterrents to

feedback about the look, feel and overall

sustaining an age-balanced population. Each

character of their city from a first-time

section of this report offers a detailed

visitor’s perception. This program is meant

description

for communities with strong interest and

recommendations for how Wisconsin Rapids

intent to improve their city. Visitors from

can improve.

Impressions

Program

of

our

findings

and

another community are tasked with filling
out

an

online

assessment

about

the

Conditions and Limitations of Visit:
The weather conditions of our visits were

community under examination.

both cold, snowy, and overcast in January
For this report, our class of 15 senior natural

and early February of 2019. We were able to

resource planning students from the College

travel to Wisconsin Rapids on two trips for

of Natural Resources at the University of

about three hours per day. For these visits,

Wisconsin-Stevens

conducted

we were split into five groups of three

background online research and windshield

students each in different vehicles. Most of

and walking surveys to offer feedback on our

our observations were taken through

first impressions of the City of Wisconsin

windshield surveys but we were able to gain

Rapids. Overall, we found that visitors

a pedestrian perspective of the downtown

might have a negative first impression of

area and parts of 8th Street as well.

Point

Wisconsin Rapids due to its physical
characteristics such as architecture, street
layout, development patterns, types of
businesses, signage or use of space. We
noted an opportunity to improve community
attractiveness through increased greenery
or art that might draw visitors in
immediately. Also, in terms of attracting
new long-term residents, we thought that
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Before visiting Wisconsin Rapids, we

running directly through the middle of the

researched the area and community. That

city. Upon looking at the city website and

research included tourist information from

social media, we found a lot of useful

travel websites and social media as well as

information. The website was easy to

information on the landscape and uniqueness

navigate

of the area. We wanted to get a first

possibilities for its visitors and residents.

impression and think about what we

The Wisconsin Rapids Facebook page was

expected to see. In general, as a class, we

very current with updates on the latest city

imagined a community like Stevens Point

meetings, past events, and some job

but with heavier industry.

postings. At the time we viewed the page,

and

had

plenty

of

helpful

there were no future events planned.
Cranberries bring another unique aspect to
the Wisconsin Rapids community. The
Cranberry Blossom Festival, which is hosted
Graphic 1

One

thing

we

knew

before

visiting

Wisconsin Rapids was that young adult
citizens (college age) are leaving for
unknown reasons. Thus, a major emphasis in
our assessment was figuring out the causes
of this trend and thinking of potential
solutions to reverse it.
Two distinct features of the city stand out
from our research. One is the large paper

Graphic 2

in the area, could be a potential attraction for
new residents and may increase tourism. We
found lots of information available for
anyone who wants to take a tour, attend
events, or get involved in one of Wisconsin
Rapid’s cranberry country events.

mill located on the Wisconsin River across
from downtown. The other is the Wisconsin
River, which in contrast is a refreshing sight
4|Page

Wisconsin

Rapids

is

collar,

Based on these initial impressions, we

midwestern city featuring a mix of local and

recommend that Wisconsin Rapids adds

commercial retail with public parks dotted

more signage to direct visitors to the various

throughout, and a very distinct smell from

districts within city. Signage could improve

the paper mill (Graphic 3). Neighborhoods

traffic flow, especially on the 8th Street

were predominantly middle to lower income

corridor. Furthermore, incorporating more

with single-family homes. Commercial and

multi-use building designs would limit

residential districts were clearly identifiable,

entrances and exits along the corridor,

and

a

blue

close

to

one

which would go towards improving flow of

another. Groups noted

transportation and increasing green space

an abundance of “For

on and around 8th Street.

Lease” or “Out of
Business” signs. Many

From what we observed, Wisconsin Rapids

groups also described

needs a little revitalization. We think

the city as feeling a bit

improvements to the 8th Street corridor

‘run down.’

could act as a catalyst in making Wisconsin

Graphic 3

We generally liked the look and feel of

Rapids a more desirable place for Millennials
to live.

downtown, but it took some effort to
navigate the city and find the downtown
district. Most groups attributed this to a lack
of directional signage for visitors. Overall,
we found the downtown to be overly quiet.
In contrast, we felt that 8th Street was
hectic, potentially dangerous, and thus,
stressful to navigate.
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Wisconsin Rapids has several entrances that

appealing

we assessed visually and graded. Highway

welcoming feel as people enter the city via

13/34 North to South entering the city was

all transportation corridors. During our

given an overall grade of 2.75 out of 5. We

charette process, residents commented that

noted that there was a foul odor due to paper

the new signage was a great addition to the

processing and a very industrial feel from the

overall feel of entering the city. Signage is a

sight

great way to promote events happening in

of

the

mills.

commented that the

Residents

have

vegetation

that

creates

a

smell from the

the area, like the message board below the

industrial services can vary depending on

welcome sign on Highway 54 entering the

the weather and wind conditions.

city from the west (Graphic 4).

Highway 54 East to West entrance had an

Interchangeable message boards to promote

overall rating of 3.5 out of 5. Our consensus

activities provide both residents and visitors
access to events that may not otherwise be
widely publicized. A second way to promote
events is demonstrated in graphic 4, by
having space underneath the sign to attach

Graphic 4

was that it is a welcoming entrance.
Comments about this entrance included a
visually appealing sign, good road quality,
lots of green space (that could be developed
into more welcoming uses), and a large
cemetery.

banners

Graphic 5

showcasing

current

events,

festivals, and community happenings. The
We recommend entrances follow uniform

area around signage is also integral in

sign guidelines and maintain visually

creating a positive impression. Entering the
6|Page

city from Highway 34 South, the sign was
very appealing (see graphic 5), but there was
little vegetation surrounding the signage.
Vegetation adds another visual layer to
attract the eye, and shows people entering
the city that the community takes pride in
their features.
Land use near entrances is difficult to
manage,

but

by

encouraging

design

standards and promotional signage, staff
may have a better influence on visitor's first
impressions of Wisconsin Rapids. Clear,
visually appealing landmarks recognizing
that city entrances are important to visitor
first

impressions

and

vegetation

surrounding them helps add to the appeal.
Overall, the entrances provided varying
viewpoints of the city; from industrial to
recreational, they proved that Wisconsin
Rapids has a lot to offer that may not be
visible from a single entrance or roadway.
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Wisconsin Rapids has two dominant areas

in winter, so no greenery was observed.

where residents, visitors, and tourists, can

Parking in the downtown is abundant

get their retail therapy. The two areas of the
city include the downtown area on the river,
and State Highway 13, which turns into 8th
Street when it enters the city from the south.
Both sections of Wisconsin Rapids include
many different shopping experiences. When
in Wisconsin Rapids visitors can expect
retail opportunities for everyone followed by
great customer service.
Downtown Wisconsin Rapids is a section of
the city which on first observation has
streets that seem to be built around the
buildings. The streets are not in a grid
system which creates roads that are hard to
navigate by vehicle. The downtown features
many older buildings. They seem in fair to
poor condition depending on the building.
Wisconsin Rapids Area Convention &
Visitors Bureau is located downtown.
The colors of the downtown are dominated
by red bricks or stone coloration, such as tan,
making the buildings look uniform, but
creating a bland appearance. One thing to
keep in mind is the observations were done

Graphic 6

allowing for getting out and walking around
the downtown business district. Downtown
has mostly local businesses, including local
bars, office space and banks. Graphic 6 is an
example of a building used for office space.
Also, we noted a lack of outdoor recreation
stores, little to no clothing stores, or smaller
businesses and local retail vendors.
Retail in downtown lacks adequate variety
to appeal to a broad audience. There are a
few stores to shop at, such as the store in the
visitor's center and several jewelers. There is
potential to build make the downtown a goto destination because the restaurants, the
river, and the movie theatre can bring people
to the area to shop, eat and relax.
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We found that most of the retail is on 8th

The city could also add bike lanes or trails

Street. This street features a mix of local and

that take bikers and pedestrians to local

chain stores and restaurants, but we found

business districts (like downtown), parks,

that big box stores made up most of the

and more. Hopefully, this would increase

shopping. In addition, there is an abundance

recreation, and make Wisconsin Rapids a

of fast food restaurants and gas stations, a

desirable location for outdoor recreation

few grocery stores and large retail outlets

retailers.

such as Walmart and Shopko (now going out
of business). The street is also cluttered with

We consider 8th Street the central business

commercial

district of the city. 8th Street is about four

signage

and

advertising

miles of roadway. At the northern end, the

(Graphic 7).

first half mile is primarily residential. Most
of the housing that lines the street appear
older but are well kept. 8th Street expands
to four lanes from Grand Avenue to the
south entrance near Lake Nepco.

Graphic 7

This 2 ½ mile stretch of roadway provides

The city could benefit from promoting more

most of the shopping opportunities for the

local businesses through increased signage

city. There is great variety along this

around the city to direct visitors to

segment, which includes a Wal-Mart, Copp’s

downtown and highlight local restaurants

and Aldi’s, along with numerous restaurants,

and retail districts. The local businesses on

and gas stations. There was enough

8th Street were hard to find, as their signage

selection along this corridor to satisfy most

wasn’t as prominent as their corporate

shopping needs. The street itself is navigable

neighbors. Perhaps providing more multi-

for drivers because it is straight with few

use buildings along the corridor would

stop lights.

create more of an equal playing field for local
business owners.

The problem is that 8th Street is long and is
broken up with only a few traffic lights, stop
9|Page

signs or “safe” pedestrian crossing areas.
This inherently allows for cars to move
quickly, sometimes in a heedless manner especially for those trying to get through the
city. Store signs along 8th Street plaster the
streetscape which can distract drivers and
are visually unappealing. Traffic flow is
disrupted by the many entrances and exits of
businesses and connecting side streets.
Most notably, one lane of the street is a turnonly median in the middle of the four lanes.
This lane has caused many accidents because
of the high number of driveways where
people can turn to reach businesses. Overall,
the street feels unsafe, thus, deterring
pedestrian and bike travel.
After reviewing the responses of our class
when seeking retail food outlets and quality
foods we have found an overall positive
response. The most unique food outlet
discovered is the Family Natural Foods on
W. Grand Ave which provides natural
products, vitamins and supplements for its
community. It would be exciting to partner
with the Family Natural Foods business and
a local Co-op to focus more on delivering

Graphic 8

high quality foods from local business
owners and entrepreneurs.
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Wisconsin Rapids has a variety of unique

theme. Wisconsin Rapids much like other

features that stood out to us. Of all these

cities in Wisconsin is unique. Their

features, the overwhelming beauty of the

landscape is unique to them, their residents

Wisconsin River waterfront captivated our

are unique to their city, and the events that

attention and left the strongest impression.

they put on are also unique to the area. Even

Additional features that stood out to us were

though Wisconsin Rapids is its own distinct
city, it lacks a feeling of being unique.
One distinct feature that Wisconsin
Rapids could use for promotion is their
designation as a Bird City. Being a
Bird City means that Wisconsin
Rapids understands that having a
healthy community is the sum of many
parts and one of those parts is the bird

Graphic 9

life. As a city they make efforts to

the cranberry culture, the Fine Arts building

protect and manage green spaces,

located adjacent to Lincoln High, and the

reduce threats to avian life, and promote a

paper mill located just outside of Wisconsin

healthy bird community. Advertising this

Rapids. While Wisconsin Rapids has plenty

Bird City designation may open a new

of natural beauty and tourism opportunities,

avenue

we found that the tourism sector in

enthusiasts from around the area. The city

Wisconsin Rapids was not very strong

could host conferences educating people on

during the winter months.

various avian issues, seminars on proper

of tourism, bringing in bird

techniques to identify birds, and other events
There are several weaknesses that were

to bring in tourists.

noticed by surveyors that should be
addressed to create a stronger tourism
sector. The first weakness is a lack of a
11 | P a g e

Wisconsin Rapids could overhaul current

This building is full of charm do to its unique

tourist attractions to make them more

architectural concept and serves as a bed and

appealing. One example would be the parks

breakfast for its visitors. The city has a

along the riverfront. In their current state they

variety of options to house guests and to hold

are very cookie cutter and do not show the

large events, such as conferences or

uniqueness of the surrounding area. These

weddings.

areas could be redesigned to aide in the
appreciation of the beautiful riverfront.

Quality Appearance of Existing
Tourist Attractions

areas such as the waterfront to bring in more
tourists. Finally, Wisconsin Rapids could
show off everything that makes it a special
place.
All the groups said that the buildings and

Number of surveyors

Second, they could further develop various

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

A

places were in good condition and well
maintained, with the Le Chateau being highly
recommended from locals for a place to stay.

B

C

D

F

Assigned letter grade
Graphic 11

Overall, we found that Wisconsin Rapids
does not fully utilize its resources. We
believe that although we did not find
evidence of a strong tourism sector, the city
has great potential to build a thriving
tourism sector.

Le Chateau, Victorian Queen Anne featured
architecture which highlights the area’s best bed
and breakfast.
Graphic 10
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Our general impression was that Wisconsin

and apartments was the next highest

Rapids lacks quality housing. This opinion

category. New homes scored less favorable

has come from speaking with people who live

(67/100), it appears that housing options are

and work in the area. For housing quality,

dominated by older homes and the new ones

affordability and accessibility, Wisconsin

did not offer a great variety in style. We

Rapids was rated 3.7 out of 5. We noted an

noted that neighborhoods seemed somewhat
separated based on income. In particular, the
private island community seemed exclusive.
Beyond economic separation, we did not
note any obvious signs of discrimination.
Most neighborhoods seemed welcoming and
accessible to those with disabilities.
From an exterior standpoint, we noticed that
the housing in neighborhoods located in and

Graphic 12

abundance of lower cost housing; one
example is Graphic 12. While there are a
variety of housing options, from singlefamily homes, to apartments and duplexes,
the quality of these options is inconsistent.
While

there

are

some

attractive

near the historic district had better property
upkeep standards than those in other
neighborhoods. The City of Wisconsin
Rapids adopted the 2009 International
Property Maintenance Code in 2010 after
the addition of local amendments. This gives

neighborhoods, many have fallen into
disrepair.
The most attractive neighborhoods were the
historic homes preserved near the heart of
Wisconsin Rapids. Furthermore, we rated
the city highest in the condition of older
homes. Availability and quality of rentals

Graphic 13
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an overall baseline as to how properties are

for areas where they can commute without a

supposed to be maintained, however, some

vehicle, run errands by foot or bike, and feel

neighborhoods have followed the code better

a general sense of “local community.”

than others. Graphic 13 gives an example of

Integrating more diverse housing options

a single-family residential area that is well

around business would not only promote the

maintained.

local economy but also make residents less
reliant on vehicles which in turn lessens

After spending time reviewing the current

their carbon footprint, saves money and

housing conditions, we considered some

makes neighborhoods safer for pedestrians

options that had the possibility of bringing

and children.

more

people,

especially

a

younger

demographic, to the community.
One recommendation is to maintain a
stricter enforcement of the Maintenance
Code. We saw a variety of housing options,
but people moving to the community will
want to see properties in overall good
condition: clean, clear of debris, upkeep of
building exteriors, and greenspace that adds
value.
Another recommendation was to include
more housing options that appeal to a
younger, lower income demographic, one
way to achieve this is to offer more
apartments and multi-family housing near
commercial areas that may take the form of
multi-use or mixed-use buildings and areas.
As more people move into a community, the
younger generations are typically looking
14 | P a g e

Wisconsin Rapids is well-known for their

recruitment

paper mill along the Wisconsin River which

sectors.

has created many jobs contributing to the
area’s economy. In addition, this area has a
well-sized industrial park located to the
north-west of town which contains local
companies as well as the well-known
company Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc.
Ocean Spray is in a perfect spot since
Wisconsin Rapids is in the heart of
cranberry country.

within the other economic

Noticing all these businesses in Wisconsin
Rapids,

we

came

up

with

two

recommendations for this section. First, we
recommend expanding the industrial park to
maintain the industrial economy. Second, we
recommend adding more variety into the
downtown area, such as other types of retail
to make it appealing to a broader set of
people.

Graphic 14: Verso Paper Mill

There are a couple of businesses located
downtown

along

the

river;

Central

Wisconsin Cultural Center, various bar
choices, law firms, and coffee shops. One of
the most notable would be the Wood County
Courthouse and the Aspirus Riverview
Hospital which brings in opportunity for job
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Aspirus is the main healthcare provider

continue to bring job growth into the area

within the Wisconsin Rapids District

while attracting young graduates seeking

providing a variety of services; walk-in care,

experience. The new expansion shows

therapy, weight loss programs, educational

visitors that Wisconsin Rapids is willing to

opportunities,

emergency

support businesses, expand its services, and

services. The newly remodeled portion of

maintain the status as a strong healthcare

Aspirus Riverview Hospital has given the

provider within the locality.

and

various

SW highway 13 bridge entrance a positive
feel as you enter the downtown or business

Aside from the most obvious health service,

districts. It seems to be a major asset within

Aspirus, this area houses the Wellness Barn
Studio which is committed to helping
others move forward in the unique
discipline of physical and mental fitness
through movement and meditations.
Businesses like this could improve by
providing public events for all age
groups and classes that can assist in

Aspirus offers more than just jobs to its local community giving
back to its patients through healthcare services and education.
Graphic 15: Aspirus Riverview Hospital

this community which takes care of its

forms of muscle therapy for the older
generation or involve games, various
yoga themes, or storytelling to involve
young children.

employees and patients by discovering ways
to network into the community through

There are various educational destinations

educational opportunities, patient in home

within city limits which include two high

care, and advancing its efforts to control

schools, six elementary schools and Mid-

costs within its non-profit strategies.

State Technical College which is located just

Working with this healthcare provider can

outside city limits. Having a technical
16 | P a g e

college can help improve the community

food supply, subsidized groceries, and

through various outlets but retaining these

volunteer options for this area.

graduates is key in improving the future of
this area.
Wisconsin Rapids proves to be above

Mid-State Technical College is a great employer
16 of this area.
and educator for theGraphic
residents

average in its school systems but doesn't
showcase its pride very well to visitors. A
major relationship to maintain to keep the
younger generations around is providing
plenty of after school programs.
Considering the great healthcare services,
extended options for various therapeutic
services, dental clinics and assisted living
facilities, the technical college could work
closely with these major assets and provide
programs, volunteer options, and clubs to
involve

and

maintain

the

younger

population.
Emergency services, such as soup kitchens
and food pantries are carried by the South
Wood County Emergency Pantry providing
17 | P a g e

Most city and county government offices are

flow on 8th Street. The only people we saw

located downtown. Brochures and business

walking were children getting out of school

directories were mostly found online.

and heading home (See Graphic 17). Finally,

However, there is a visitor’s center which

most of us noticed that while there was a

had additional information, and the staff

difference

were personable and helpful. We found it

residential districts, they often were very

difficult to find government buildings due to

close to one another, and there was a lack of

a lack of directional signage around the city.

useable green space.

With our two visits, it became clear that the

Currently the infrastructure within the city

most easiest way to get around was via car.

is difficult to navigate and lacks directional

We noted the lack of public transportation

signage for visitors. We think that including

that Wisconsin Rapids has to offer.

more signage indicating the location of

between

commercial

and

important buildings, parks, districts, etc.
Groups noted that there was a bike sharing

would benefit Wisconsin Rapids as it would

service; however, streets such as 8th Street

provide a more fluid experience for those

didn’t seem to be pedestrian- or bike-

new to the area. Introducing a public bus
service would greatly improve accessibility
while decreasing traffic flow for cars. Signs
indicating the location of bike paths
throughout the city would encourage
residents to move about the community
without a vehicle. We also suggest updating
zoning so to include more mixed-use
buildings. This would reduce sprawl and

Graphic 17

friendly. We also experienced unsafe traffic

provide more opportunities to create green
spaces.
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Recreational activities for families within the

course, and various playgrounds. Moreover,

City of Wisconsin Rapids are mainly

rental places for water sports such as kayaks,

centered around the river from our group

canoes, etc. would be a great feature to

responses. Water sports and recreation were

encourage

obvious

the

possibility for an open gym, pool area or

community but there was a lack of local

water parks, hockey rink, and a BioLife

knowledge and advertisement on the city

Center would benefit this area and attract

website and social media regarding any

younger teens and adults. Lastly, a unique

and

visible

throughout

sporting events, local programming or
workshops and historical sites that were
significant to the area.

recreation.

Providing

the

amenity would be the skate park but there
seemed to be little information on social
media, website, or signage to locate this area.

The main programs and activities provided
would be offered by the local YMCA,

When seeking faith and culture we noticed;
places of worship were spread throughout the
area, a few uniquely restored historical
buildings, and various types of monuments
within city limits. While seeking areas that
would hold religious services visitors could
easily find; Crossview Church, Faith Baptists
Church, Wisconsin Rapids UMC, and the

Central Wisconsin Cultural Center provides

Immanuel Lutheran Church.

various programs and workshops for all
ages within the area.

The veteran’s memorial near downtown was

Graphic 18

Cultural

Center,

and

some

nonprofit

organizations around the area. In addition,

of mention and the addition of a flag drop off
box there was a nice touch.

possible attractions for younger generations
would be; areas local mini golf courses,
South Park of Wood County’s disc golf
19 | P a g e

After visiting Wisconsin Rapids multiple

In general, residents were friendly. When

times, our teams were able to collect data

asking residents some questions about their

from residents on their opinions about living

community, most responded with general

in

had

kindness and willingness to help, although

conversations with people in coffee shops,

some were a bit reserved when a group of

bars and restaurants, an antique shop, the

students approached them. Many people

Wisconsin Rapids Area Convention and

were well informed with local events and

Visitors Bureau and City Hall. When we

places to stay, eat, and things to do. When

visited at the end of January and early

asked for a hotel recommendation, most

February, there weren’t many people out

recommended hotel chains located along 8th

and about due mainly to: the times we were

Street, although one person did bring up

there (early afternoon, midweek) and the

locally-owned establishments. People said

weather (cold, dreary, snowy). Graphic 19

they came to visit Wisconsin Rapids because

gives a general impression of how the

of local cranberry farms, track and field

weather conditions were during our visit.

events, and family and friends. Some

the

City.

We

stopped

and

activities residents participate in are Friday
fish fries, going out to the movies and going
out to the bars and restaurants. During the
discussion, when residents were asked a
question, they did not know an answer to,
80% of people were able to refer us to
someone that would be able to answer the
question (Graphic 20).

Graphic 19
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Residents were familiar with local events
and places within the City. There was a wide

Graphic 20

spectrum of people who we talked with on
our trips. There was variability, as with any
data collection method; some people were
willing to discuss their opinion, while some
were wary of strangers.
The difficult part about using first hand
comments to give an accurate representation
of Wisconsin Rapids is that it was not a large
enough data pool. We were present in the
community in off times (mid-week, early
afternoon), a time when many people are at
work. This means our data may not reflect
the working population or students. Because
of this limitation, our data may not reflect
the younger population.
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Our environment controls a major portion of

To create unique experiences and help turn

how we experience emotions and our social

a negative characteristic into a positive

behaviors as we engage and interact with

feature for this community, we can integrate

spaces. Venturing into Wisconsin Rapids

as many senses as possible into the

visitors cannot help but to notice the

streetscapes.

overwhelming smell of the Consolidated

unattractive smell of pulp to something

Water

Company

more appealing like a piece of artwork within

welcoming you. Of course, this is one of the

downtown or visuals within the medians as

greatest economical assets to the community

visitors enter the heart of the city.

Power

and

Paper

Visitors

can

attach

the

There was nothing unpleasant or incredibly
memorable to take away from the downtown
or business district that hit our senses. This
city is a Bird City, but we had seen nothing
past a small sign about
The Wisconsin Rapids Mill changed its name to Consolidated
Water Power & Paper Company in the early 1900s to include
papermaking resulting in becoming one of the strongest assets
the community.
Graphic 21

but the

smelliest at every

this unique interest while
entering the city. This
sign indicates that the
community

supports

entrance,

efforts in keeping native

therefore, the air quality is not the greatest.

landscaping, maintaining

Moreover, it continues to follow you from

invasive species, protects

area to area until you become distracted

green spaces, and has a

understands and

enough to forget the smell. The odor could

designated wildlife trail

protect birds.

be a major barrier to maintain or attract new

to view these birds. In

residents. Smell contributes to recollecting

addition, the city could create a long-lasting

memories about a place and it's important we

impression on visitors by creating more

integrate this ambiance further into this city

public events, integrating green space and

urban landscapes.

parks, or promoting local clubs to introduce

This Bird City sign
indicates that this
community
supports the efforts to

Graphic 22
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a variety of after school programs for local

diverse foundation founded on community

entertainment or an increase in gathering

integration and interest the architectural

areas.

layout should support walkability to get the
community outdoors and interacting with

As for the sounds of Wisconsin Rapids, if we

their local environment.

would have visited this area on a Friday
night the bars would be blaring music from

The area can create stronger soundscapes

Hollyrock’s which is known for bringing in

and taste-scapes throughout the downtown

local bands. However, the downtown

and businesses corridor. A major way to

streetscape lacks in its overall availability of

incorporate smells and taste would be to

entertainment, outside seating and green

further promote local business and local food

space. Moreover, increasing the local artist

sources (cranberries, maple syrup, bread,

interaction, integration of greens spaces, and

etc.) by providing more opportunities for

promoting more local clubs may bring a

fairs,

higher public interest and different groups

promotional events for the area. By

into the area.

introducing elements like unique landmarks,

local

market

gatherings,

or

bright colors, nodes or pathways of green
Perhaps visiting this community during the

spaces, seasonal flower pots in medians or

spring, fall and summer months would

even creating streetscapes with outdoor

provide a better impression. It would allow

seating to give restaurants the opportunity

us to understand the major attractions

to have open doors and windows to give the

through cranberry harvest, the farmer’s

aroma of local foods to the city’s visitors.

market, music festivals, recreational and
sports activities as the city becomes more

If the City can enrich the sensory experience,

active. Overall, we would recommend

it may address or improve the impact of

broadening the idea of this urban landscape

visitors as they are welcomed by industry to

to include all five senses; visual, touch,

remember other more interesting portions of

sound, smell and taste through multiple

the city like its streetscapes and cafes or

sectors. The use of local partnerships, non-

unique outdoor recreational activities.

profit groups and local craftsmen can bring
a spark of interest into this corridor. While
building partnerships to obtain a strong and
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When reflecting upon the experiences and

from what we are accustomed to while going

research done pertaining to Wisconsin

to college at University of Wisconsin –

Rapids, we found the diversity among

Stevens Point, which, with the presence of

businesses and attractions to be appealing.

the

Driving through the 8th Street corridor and

demographic, has a very spirited night life.

downtown

area

and

the

young

the downtown areas, we noticed a wide
variety of potential shopping experiences,

We had many suggestions to improve the

restaurants, and other attractions. But,

overall health of the city. If Wisconsin

despite this diversity of businesses, we

Rapids were to gain a more vigorous night

concluded that this fact is only a silver lining

life, connect the downtown areas to the rest

of the 8th Street Corridor and the downtown

of the city and waterfront in a more efficient

area.

manner, bring in more small businesses,
integrate mixed uses into downtown that

We decided that we would personally not

incorporates housing, and bring the city

want to locate a business in Wisconsin

more together as a whole, it may attract

Rapids, mostly because of the large number

more young people. Even better, it may

of chain businesses located along the 8th

convince the younger generations presently

Street corridor and amount of vacant

in the City to stay for the long haul.

businesses.
Among these concerns, we concluded that
we would not want to live in Wisconsin
Rapids either. We voiced our concerns about
the lack of nightlife as well as the lack of
quality employment opportunities in the
area. Wisconsin Rapids was viewed as a
“bedroom community” referring to the fact
that many of the people in the city stay inside
when evening arrives. This vastly differs
24 | P a g e

students

The water ways are one positive thing about

participating in this survey is that they had a

this community. They are gorgeous and have

lower expectation of Wisconsin Rapids than

a lot of potential to be further developed as a

what they observed. Housing was originally

wonderful attraction for tourists and for

expected to appear more run down, students

recreational use. A second positive aspect is

had a lot of hope and saw lots of potential

the farmer’s market. It helps local growers

when visiting Wisconsin Rapids. They saw

sell their products and allows the community

how much community members care about

to eat better/ healthier while also supporting

and value their community and that the area,

local

therefore, has a lot of potential. The dedicated

opportunities seem ample especially during

community members are a huge positive. To

warmer weather. Fourth, the community

have a community that cares about growing

seems to have a focus on education providing

and bettering where they live helps when

schooling that is accessible from all areas of

trying to alter a community for the better.

the community.

Most students that assessed Wisconsin

One major opportunity Wisconsin Rapids has

Rapids believed that their perception was at

is to bring more life to the downtown scene.

least somewhat accurate. We utilized aerial

This can be done by better connecting the

photos, Google Earth, and Google Maps to

downtown area to the riverfront and adding

create an initial impression of Wisconsin

in new businesses. The city could become

Rapids. Housing was of a higher quality than

more diversified by bringing in new business

originally expected. The downtown seems to

opportunities and utilizing the green space

have a lot of potential to set up a beautiful

they must better potential. The city could

space full of new businesses but is not quite

develop additional recreation opportunities,

there yet. There also seemed to be several

including in the winter months. It could also

connectivity issues in the roadways.

highlight its claim as a Bird City.

The

consensus

among

the

growers.

Third,

entertainment
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We would like to see an increase in local art.

Visiting and living in different cities than

Ranging from murals, sculptures, and more.

where each of us has grown up allows us to

There are also areas in which we would not

change our impressions. Our class has a

want to copy Wisconsin Rapids. Each

diverse group of individuals coming from

community has things that make them

various backgrounds. After our time in

“better” than other communities, but no

Wisconsin Rapids, some of us better

community is perfect.

appreciate small cities. We also appreciate
the easy access to the bike program, which is

Unfortunately, not everything that we

an excellent idea, and that many students

remember when we think about Wisconsin

wish their community had. This experience

Rapids is positive. We spoke of the smell that

has allowed us to gather insight and

comes from the paper mills, the inability to

appreciate our own communities.

keep young people in the area, and an
underutilization of green/open spaces. We
would like to see an increase in local art, a
better utilization of the current spaces, and
the downtown revitalized by bringing in new
businesses and connecting it to the riverfront.
There are many things our group of students
will remember six months from now both
positively and negatively. Unfortunately, the
smell of Wisconsin Rapids will have a lasting
impact on us, the disaster that is the 8th Street
corridor, and the fact that the 8th Street
corridor is so dominated by commercial
space. However, there are many positive
things that will be remembered including the
beauty of the riverside, the quality service
received at different locations, and the feeling
of small-town USA.
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